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Abstract

Faced by unsustainable costs and enormous amounts of under-utilized data,
health care needs more efficient practices, research, and tools to harness the ben-
efits of data. These methods should create a feedback loop where computational
tools guide and facilitate research, leading to improved biological knowledge and
clinical standards, which in turn should generate better data. We build and ana-
lyzing disease interaction networks based on data collected from previous genetic
association studies and patient medical histories, spanning over 12 years, acquired
from a regional hospital. By exploring both individual and combined interactions
among these two levels of disease data, we provide in- sight into the interplay be-
tween genetics and clinical realities. Our results show a marked difference between
the well-defined structure of genetic relationships and the chaotic co-morbidity net-
work, but also highlight clear interdependencies. Additionally, we use significant
patterns in the data to locate good target sites for further association research.

1 Introduction

Proactive and personalized medicine will bring fundamental changes to health care,
taking carefully targeted preventative or therapeutic action at the earliest indications of
risk or disease. In order to facilitate the necessary changes, better tools are needed for
assessing risk and optimizing treatments, which in turn require better understanding of
disease interdependencies, genetic influence, and translation into a patient’s future.

Due to common genetic, molecular, and environmental risk factors, most diseases do
not occur in isolation. The underlying goal is to combine all available information and
develop the most complete models of interaction between these many factors, simulta-
neously using information widely applicable and patient specific.

Novelty and Contributions In this study, we use patient medical histories (phe-
notype data) and previously discovered disease-gene associations to construct, analyze,
and compare disease-disease networks. Also, we use a novel network-centric approach to
studying interplay between patients, diseases, and genes by merging the heterogeneous
data into a multirelational network and analyzing important interaction substructures.
Understanding these building blocks and their probabilistic traits allows us to find likely
targets for further association research or other unique interactions of interest.

2 Data and Methods

We use disease-gene associations extracted from OMIM, Swiss-Prot, and HPRD. The
medical histories comprise diagnosis data for approximately 800,00 patients collected
within a large regional health system, spanning over twelve years.

We construct separate phenotypic and genetic disease-disease networks in which the
edges between disease nodes represent significant patient co-morbidity or shared genetic
associations, respectively. We compute basic network statistics and cluster the net-
works using a modularity-based method to allow more objective comparison of network
structure. The two networks contain the same disease nodes with different patterns of
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Figure 1: Phenotypic (left) and genomic (right) disease networks

connections and weights. Thus, they can easily be overlaid and represented as a single
multirelational network with multiple edge types. In all cases, we also consider smaller
networks of the top 10% of edges by weight, representing the strongest relationships.

We then search for network motifs-connected subgraphs which occur significantly
more than random-within the multirelational network. Network motifs are an aid to
understanding complex network structures based on the small, more easily interpretable
local building blocks. In context of the application, these structures provide detailed
insight into when and how genetic associations influences clinical disease co-morbidity.

3 Results and Observations

The genetic associations form balanced, well-defined clusters in which a biological theme
is usually apparent. Among the strongest relationships, the structure is exceptionally
clean. The co-morbidities, however, form a chaotic picture with little clustering ten-
dency. Clusters begin to emerge among strong connections, but without precise sepa-
ration. In general, diseases show far more co-morbidities than genetic links. The 10%
genetic and phenotypic networks are shown in Figure 1. The structures suggest that
the two networks express different information for understanding disease mechanisms,
but substantial overlaps of genetic and phenotypic clusters in the merged network also
suggest important dependencies.

Compared to a random network with identical single-node characteristics, all closed
triad motifs of phenotypic, genetic, or both links are more common in our merged net-
work, some by more than 150%. A more detailed probabilistic examination of link forma-
tion provides many interesting observations. Unsurprisingly, genetic links are strongly
indicative of other nearby genetic associations. Neither genetic or phenotypic links alone
are good predictors of nearby co-morbidities, but their combined evidence does amplify
the likelihood. However, disease-disease links which are both genetic and phenotypic
are rare, while co-morbidities are very common, making the placement of these links ex-
tremely influential. Associating probabilities with small motifs and combining evidence
from multiple local substructures also allows us to predict the likely sites of additional
genetic associations.
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